Lamar University’s Center for Teaching and Learning Enhancement is seeking proposals from faculty or staff members, individuals or groups, interested in leading a session at Provost’s Kick-Off or during the 2020-2021 academic year.

This year’s theme for Provost’s Kick-Off is Critical Thinking. It will be held Wednesday, August 12, 2020. If you have a proposal for an interactive forty-minute session or a hands-on ninety-minute workshop related to this topic, please consider submitting a proposal. Sessions held during the academic year are not restricted in terms of topic.

Please complete this application form and submit it dept_ctle@lamar.edu by April 15 to submit a proposal for a session. Questions may be directed to Amy Smith, CTLE Director, at amy.smith@lamar.edu.

Name and title/position of lead presenter:

Department/Division:

Additional presenters (if any, with department/division affiliations):

Descriptive title of presentation:

Is your presentation about Critical Thinking (for Provost’s Kick-Off) or intended for the academic year?

Abstract (150 words or less) [The purpose is to give attendees a clear idea of what they can expect to learn and take away from your session]:

Presentation activities [How the session will be interactive; for instance, writing, table discussions or work, panel Q&A, demonstrations, etc.]:

Media services needed:

Relevant academic references on which the session is based: